Introduction

Utilizing the Ready Warm shelf kit will allow you to mount your Ready Warm fluid bag warmer to the wall to save counter space. The kit includes the following:

- Shelves, 4 pcs
- Shelf screws, 8 pcs (1/4-20 x ¼”)
- Wall mount
- Power brick carrier
- Wall mount screws and anchors, 4 pcs (#12 x 1-3/4”)

Most applications will be into drywall, alternately you may choose to mount to a stud or other substantial wood structure without the included anchors. The anchors work for drywall and also concrete blocks. Ensure wall mount is secure before hanging Ready warm.
To begin the wall installation, pick a suitable location close to a power outlet. Once you have a location, set the height you want the unit mounted at (typically eye level), then using a level and the wall mount you can mark the location of the four mounting holes. If using the anchors, you will need a 3/8” drill bit appropriate for the wall material to drill the holes for the anchors. Reference figure 1 for details.
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Once you have the wall mount installed, you will need to mount the shelves to the Ready Warm. The Ready Warm comes with pre-installed mounts for the shelf kit. To install, use a 5/32” hex wrench and the included ¼-20 x ¼" screws to secure the shelves. Refer to Figure 2 for details.
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Now you can hang the Ready Warm on the wall mount. There are two keyhole slots on the rear that will fit over the wall mount shoulder bolts. Next slide the power brick carrier onto the bottom of the Ready Warm unit by hooking it over the lower lip and allowing it to hang. The power brick sits in the retainer to support to alleviate stress on the power connections. DO NOT HANG POWER BRICK FROM POWER JACK.